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Students Research Clams and Plants in Kashiwazaki

e have a subject called “SS (Super Science) Ⅰ－Ⅲ” for the students taking

the science and math course. Now, the freshman students of class 1 are

taking the special class for it. It is called “The Lecture of the Local Environment.”

The aim of this lecture is to think more about our local nature. They do this

through a set of lectures over four days. Two of which finished on Apr.22nd and

May. 13th. The teacher in charge of this lecture explains the details as follows...

 1. Research the living condition of clams

One of the rare freshwater fish lives in the Sabaishi river, Niigata. This fish lays

its eggs in the gill of a clam. Therefore, if the clams live in a good condition, the fish

can also lay eggs well. In this lecture, students research the living density of clams

in an irrigation canal in the middle of the river.

Students wore rubber boots that covered up to their chests and rubber gloves

while collecting clams. They set the area which is one meter wide across the water-

way, and researched the number of clams living there. When they collected clams,

they sorted them into a few groups and measured the size with a digital ruler. When

finished, they released them back into the waterway. The analysis will be coming soon.

◆ Comments from students ◆

・I didn’t imagine that we could collect as many clams, it was more clams than we expected. I was

impressed by the beautiful scenery in the place we visited, too. I never knew there was a place

like that in our neighborhood.

・I think there is a relationship between the depth of the river and the amount of the clams’

inhabitanting ; the clams called “ishigai” and “dobugai.” It was really fun to get close to nature

through this lecture.

 2. Research plants in Mt. Akasaka

Nowadays, lots of exotic plants coming from abroad grow around our neighborhood, vacant lots, and riverbeds. The

propagation of these plants could be a threat to the native species that exist here. Students researched plants in Mt.

Akasaka so as to learn what kind of native species of plants or exotic plants grow around our school. Sato Toshio, a curator

of the municipal museum in Kashiwazaki, was a special instructor and he explained plants to them.

◆ Comments from students ◆

・I learned that there are two kinds of exotic dandelions in Kashiwazaki ; one is a common dandelion and the other one is Taraxacum

laevigatum and that a native one is Taraxacum hondoense.

・I was taught that some exotic plants produce chemical substance from their root, so they will kill native plants nearby with it.

・I’d like to research the rate of increase in exotic plants in the future and that of the decrease in native plants now.

We will report “The Biology Experiment in English” in the next issue.


